
Sound Games, Sandpaper Letters, Classified Cards, Three Period Lesson (age range 2.5-4+) 
 
Sound Games 

These are easy to incorporate in any environment (school or home).  
- Start with consonants: say a sound (like mmmm) and ask the child to repeat it aloud. 

Then say, “Do you hear mmmm when I say muffin?” Continue to work on this sound, 
using other words that start with the sound “mmmm” like, milkshake, mountain, mop, 
etc. Eventually see if the child will offer examples.  

- You can ask the child to name things they observe around you that start with the 
voiced sound or you can ask for a color (fruit, vegetable, or any other set of items) 
that begins with a specific sound. 
 

It’s usually most effective to focus on one or two sounds at a session and check in to see if 

the child wants to continue. If the child doesn’t recognize a particular sound, simply leave 
that one for later and choose another. Once a child is readily hearing initial (first) sounds, 
then try focusing on final (last) sounds a different day.  After continued progress on these, 
add the sounds in the middle of words. 
 

Sandpaper Letters  

Attached via email are printable symbols that can be cut out and used with your child.  A 
pronunciation guide is also attached via email.  While the printed version does not offer the 
tactile experience of sandpaper, your child can benefit from tracing them with their finger.  
They can also write them with one of the following:  
 

- Homemade sand tray (image attached, but can use 
sand, small grain, cornmeal in a pan, tray or baking 
sheet) 

- Chalkboard  
- Pencil and paper 

 

Language Cards  
These are presented using a “three period lesson” (see next page). 
Sound games can be used with the language cards, or pictures of phonetic words you may 
have (or can draw) like sun, bed, rug, hat, dog, etc. 

1. Choose two or three pictures to work with. 

2. Isolate the pictures and point to the picture, saying “Do you hear (sound) when I say 
(object)?”  Do you hear “d” when I say “dog”? 

3. You can do this with end and middle sounds as well. 
 
Set out each card on a work rug or table 1 card at a time, ask your child the name and tell 

them if they don’t know. You may need to support the child with scientific names. This work 
allows children to build their vocabulary, and this practice is the foundation for all work we 
do in language.  It also helps the child to classify the world around them.  
 
For children who are reading, after practice with the material:  

The labels (third page) and pictures (from first page) are a reading activity in which a child 
reads and matches the labels to the images. They can use the completed picture and 
name version to verify their work. 

Three Period Lesson (Sandpaper Letters) 



Sound Games, Sandpaper Letters, Classified Cards, Three Period Lesson (age range 2.5-4+) 
 
A “three period lesson” is used to help the child associate names with objects and 

information.  The following examples uses the Sandpaper Letter material. 
 

- First period: give single words  
“This is /a/. Apple. Ant. Alligator. Atlas.” You both can continue to name a few words 
that start with the sound. We usually start with about three objects (sandpaper letters 

in this case) and add two more at a time if your child is interested.  
 

- Second Period: give commands  
“Pick up /a/. Hide /m/ behind your back. Point to /c/. Tap and trace on /a/, etc.”  
 

This period has a lot of repetition and should be fun, like a game! If your child is 
struggling in the second period, this is OK. You can end it by repeating the names for 
them and reminding them you can work with them at a different time. 
 

- Third Period: ask child to state the name 
“What’s this?” Sometimes children have success in the third period, but not the third. 

Simply repeat the correct names/words and end the lesson.  
 
Note:  Sometimes children have success in the second period, but not the third. Simply 
repeat the correct names and end the lesson.  

 

Three Period Lesson (Language Cards) 
A “three period lesson” is used to help the child associate names with objects and 
information.  The following example uses the Language Card material. 
 

- First period: give single word or name  

“This is robin. This is cardinal.”  Start with about three objects (bird pictures in this case) 
and add two more at a time if the child is interested. 
 

- Second Period: give commands  
“Pick up the Cardinal. Hide the Robin behind your back. Point to the Loon. Tap on the 
Woodpecker, etc.”  

 
This period has a lot of repetition and should be fun, like a game! If your child is 
struggling in the second period, this is OK. You can end it by repeating the names for 
them and reminding them you can work with them at a different time. 
 

- Third Period: ask the child to state the name of each,  
Prompt the child with “What’s this?” for each image or object. 
 
Note:  Sometimes children have success in the second period, but not the third. Simply 
repeat the correct names and end the lesson.  

 
 

*Some content adapted Montessori Center of Minnesota document. 


